
A BIOGRAPHY OF THOMAS COLE THE AMERICAN ARTIST

Thomas Cole, American Romantic landscape painter who was a founder Thomas Cole, (born February 1, ,
Bolton-le-Moors, Lancashire.

He died on February 11,  On August 7, , Cole traveled to Europe once more, visiting relatives in England.
Two years later, ready to start a formal artistic career, he moved to New York; once he had settled in the city,
he began to take trips along the Hudson River Valley to paint the American wilderness. I wish to take 'a last
lingering look' at our wild scenery. All rights reserved. He also produced thousands of sketches of varying
subject matter. Along with Frederic Church, and other famous frontier landscape painters like George Caleb
Bingham , Albert Bierstadt and Frederic Remington , Cole remains one of the pioneers of American art of the
19th century. Sources "Thomas Cole. In , Cole embarked on a Grand Tour of Europe in an effort to study in
the style of the Old Masters and to paint its scenery. In , he met his future patron Luman Reed, for whom he
began work on an iconic series of paintings entitled The Course of the Empire  Most paintings were based on
sketches that were later worked up in the artist's studio, and - though they included details of actual places -
were often composite scenes taken from multiple real and imaginary locations. Most striking to Cole was
Europe's tallest active volcano, Mount Etna. Copyright The Gale Group, Inc. Gale Virtual Reference Library.
Noble, the Church Rector. Summing up the power of Cole's work, his friend the author William Cullen Bryant
stated in a eulogy delivered at the artist's funeral that "[t]he paintings of Cole are of that nature that it hardly
transcends the proper use of language to call them acts of religion. Church as a student in his studio. His
conservatism, and fear of environmental damage to the American wilderness, made him load his later
landscape painting with literary and moralizing ideas, which tended to interfere with his art. In terms of Cole's
development as a painter, this image of untamed nature marks the start of his engagement with the Hudson
River Valley as a source of inspiration. We want human interest, incident and action, to render the effect of
landscape complete. All the native beauty of the forest taken away by the improving man. Photograph by
dmadeo. Although Cole admired the paintings of Claude Lorrain and Gaspard Poussin, he spent little time in
European museums, preferring to sketch out of doors. After lunch, Cole complained of lassitude and by
midnight his condition worsened and the doctor was summoned. He was anxious to see more works by the
classical French artist Claude Lorraine and exponents of the English Landscape painting tradition led by JMW
Turner and John Constable , all of whom he greatly admired. All nature here is new to art. He was deeply
troubled by the onward march of urbanization and industrialization that seemed to threaten the American
wilderness; he is said to have despised cities, finding, as Matthew Baigell puts it, "a presentiment of evil in
them". Encyclopedia of World Biography. He also received some painting instruction from a traveling artist,
and tried striking out on his own as an itinerant portrait painter. These years were among the most happy and
productive of his life. Cole was so moved by the volcano's beauty that he produced several sketches and at
least six paintings of it. One of the paintings was purchased by artist John Trumbull, who was widely known
for his paintings of the American Revolution. Whatever the case, he had no great success with portraiture, and
his interest shifted to landscape. Afterwards, due to the encouragement he received from Turner as well as the
English artist John Martin , he began to concentrate less on the portrayal of natural scenery and more on
allegorical and historical themes, notably in two major series of paintings: The Course of Empire , New York
Historical Society and The Voyage of Life , Munson-Williams-Proctor Institute, Utica. He frequently placed a
highly detailed tree at the right or left foreground an inheritance from baroque stage settings , and the
landscape beyond unfolds as on a stage. Growing up, he had apprenticed with a wood engraver in England and
had learned the basics of painting from Stein, a wandering portrait painter. In Cole married Maria Barton,
whose family lived in Catskill. Taking a trip up the Hudson River, he painted three landscapes. Cole was
primarily a painter of landscapes , but he also painted allegorical works. McNamara is a history expert who
has been writing for ThoughtCo since  His sketches and paintings were of the Catskills, White Mountains,
Adirondacks, and the coast of Maine, yet he also produced many allegorical works, painted in a series.


